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Mechanical Security

ABUS 
COMBINATION 
PADLOCKS 

For more information on the full range of ABUS combination padlocks please visit lsc.co.nz

LSC stock the most comprehensive range of ABUS Combination padlocks in New Zealand.  If you’re after a school locker padlock, travel combination 
padlock, colourful aluminium body, quality brass body or something heavier duty, ABUS have a padlock to suit everyone’s need. Great for securing, 
lockers, gates, suitcases, toolboxes & cupboards. With over 60 products to choose from, it’s no wonder more security professionals are choosing 
ABUS combination padlocks.

ABUS 78 SERIES COMBINATION PADLOCKS

ABUS 158 SERIES & KEY OVERRIDE COMBINATION

ABUS 165 SERIES WHEEL COMBINATION

ABUS 144 SERIES COMBINATION PADLOCKS

ABUS 155 SERIES COMBINATION PADLOCKS

ABUS 145 SERIES COMBINATION PADLOCKS

ABUS TSA COMBINATION LOCKING

ABUS 160 SERIES COMBINATION PADLOCKS

ABUS COMBINATION LUGGAGE STRAPS
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RISCO LIGHTSYS+
DOOR ACCESS CONTROL
The new LightSYS+ from RISCO is already packed full of features but 
soon these features will be enhanced even more with the release of 
Door Access Control.  

Unlock smarter
with Salto

Electronic Security 

The SALTO Neoxx Padlock G4 offers a unique solution ideal for utility providers – electric power stations, telecom network services, industry 
applications, and more – and property services that need an additional level of security to control specific doors like gates or storages, without losing a 
piece of convenience and control.

Built to withstand every application, tested and approved, the SALTO Neoxx G4 is a padlock you can rely on when you’re out in the field in any type 
of application. Robust and durable, this electronic padlock features IP68 water resistance and dust protection for harsh environments and extreme 
climates, to shield it from the elements.

SALTO BLE Neoxx Padlock without Chain
NBP4P60150CPB0

SALTO BLE Neoxx Padlock with Chain
NBP4P60150CPB1

SALTO NEOXX Padlock Removable Tool
SP226009

Stay tuned for more updates on 
the release of this great new 

feature for LightSYS+. 

Using the newly developed RISCO Prox reader, which is connected to the RISCO Bus, users will be able 
to control up to 32 doors. The readers will be automatically assigned to the panel according to the serial 
number on BUS (no dip switches) making connection and setup seamless. 

Users will be able to arm and disarm the system using an RFID tag. 3 badge arming allows the User to 
Arm a partition by presenting an RFID Tag card at a reader three times within a short period of time and 
disarming the system by presenting an RFID Tag once to open the door and Disarm the specific Partition. 

Other functions in the new Door Access control feature include: 
• Door Control Time - defines the time between 

when the user passes the proximity tag on the 
reader till the doors locks again. Enter the Pulse 
time (in second) to define door opening time

• Defining the user output from the output list
• Door Open Too Long (DOTL) 
• Door Control Schedules

NEW FEATURE - COMING SOON!
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BORG Locks 
Market Leader

Mechanical Security

BDS problem solvers
Remove the stress and headache from jobs, save time and 
money with BDS Security Products. 

BDS Strike Standard 
suit 3572 Offset Top & Bottom SSS 
11351172

BDS Strike Plate  
suit 3572 70 x 30mm (offset 3mm) 
09351306

BDS Strike Plate no latch cut out 
suit 3572 70 x 30mm
3572STRIKENC 

strike already 
adjusted by 
3mm toward lip

strike already 
adjusted top 
& bottom for 
poor fitting or 
dropped doors

fit a blank 
strike, no filler, 
no painting

BORG Locks are the market leader in innovative design and manufacture of high-quality mechanical push button access control. 
The BORG ECP range is designed to eliminate traditional code changing issues by being able to change the code on the door in seconds.  
No tools required, no need to remove the lock from the door, by simply using the change key you can effortlessly change the code in seconds. 
 

                                               Each BORG ECP lock comes with blocking pins, if installed it disables the on-door code change feature. Also the BORG  
                                               5000 Series ECP locks come with a separate blocking pin to deactivate the passage function. 

Did you know

BL2701 Easicode Pro
BL2701SCECP

BL2601 Easicode Pro
BL2601MGPROECP

BL2201 Easicode Pro
BL2201SCECP

optional 
holdback

optional 
holdback

optional 
holdback
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JUST LANDED

Securely share access with ABUS

Our KeyGarage™ 787 Smart-BT for wall mounting is a great option for holding 
up to 20 keys, three car keys or up to 30 plastic cards on a temporary and 
flexible basis for various groups of people.

As an administrator; You can generate a six-digit code and share access for 
people without the use of a smart phone; e.g. for guests in a holiday rental, 
trade services, cleaners, care givers and more.

Alternatively you can share access by sending an electronic ticket via the 
app, allowing access with a smart phone. The ABUS Bluetooth KeyGarage 
has the most current secure AES-128-Bit encryption.
KG787BTC

                                                    MATT BLACK FULL RANGE

New from BRAVA a full range of Matt Black housings. With the 
popularity of matt black products, LSC has listened to customer 
requests for a 6 pin inline solution.
 
• 6 pin double cylinder fixed cam, cylinder & turn fixed  

cam, lazy cam, cylinder & turn lazy cam & half euro fixed cam
• All models supplied less barrel & also a DBLE LAZY cam  

version available KD
• Supplied with springs and top pins
• Removable cap for easy keying or rekeying
• Compatible to most inline restricted keying systems
• Finished in matt black

visit lsc.co.nz to see the complete  
Matt Black BRAVA range!

BRAVA Metro Cylinder 
9555-1 Matt Black
Double Cylinder Fixed Cam 
*No Barrel*
BRM95551NBMB

BRAVA Metro Cylinder  
9555-2 MB Single Cylinder 
& Turn Fixed 
*No Barrel*
BRM95552NBMB

PRODUCT  
SPOTLIGHT

NEW                                                   Silca Chip Only T88 

• Transponder ID88 
• Suit various Volkswagen, Fiat and Jeep 
• Slimline design to fit TE range of keys 
• Precoded through SMART Pro & Smart Aerial  
SC110023
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Feature

CASE STUDY

With South Australia’s Sunrise Christian School covering seven 
locations, managing access was a cumbersome and  
time-consuming challenge. 

Bradyn March, IT Manager of Sunrise, explains why a new solution 
was required, “Most central services staff were carrying 6-8 keys. 
When a key was lost, we faced the costs of replacing the key or 
the entire lock. It was a costly and time-consuming process, and 
risk management is always a big concern.”  

Travel time was also a contributing factor, as well as managing the 
security of the regional campuses which offered use of facilities to 
community groups. 

It was important for Sunrise to be able to manage access remotely 
while maintaining a clear view of who was using the facilities, and 
when.  

The solution selected by Sunrise is the SALTO Space SVN  
data-on-card and wireless solution. This access control system is 
networked through Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and is specially designed 
for doors where real-time control is required. It provides control and 
management of all access points remotely.  
 
Locks that are not required to be online in real time or are out of range of a 
wireless receiver, can still operate in offline mode via SALTO’s data-on-card 
technology, where the users’ access information is stored in an encrypted 
format on the smart card with online wall readers able to update (and 
receive information from) the cards. The school also takes advantage of 
SALTO’s JustIN Mobile app which allows them to securely and conveniently 
send digital keys over-the-air (OTA) to registered and verified smartphones 
via the ProAccess Space software. 

The products selected by Sunrise are the XS4 One, XS4 One Mini handle 
sets, SALTO Neo Cylinders as well as the SALTO Neoxx Padlocks. There are 
several hard-wired perimeter access points complementing a system that is 
otherwise wireless.

THE CHALLENGE THE SOLUTION

NEO CYLINDER NEOXX PADLOCKXS4 ONE
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• The ability to automatically secure doors at the end of the 
day, and to control access between certain times, across 
different users and groups. This has saved time and 
strengthened security   

• Considerable savings in the costs associated with 
rekeying and changing locks when mechanical keys are 
lost, as well as staff time   

• A much less cumbersome system. Staff who regularly 
travel across all the campuses now only need to carry 
one fob, instead of multiple keys, and where required can 
be granted access almost instantaneously   

• Audit trails and reporting enable Principals to see how the 
campus is being used, by who and when, ensuring peace 
of mind 

KEY BENEFITS

XS4 MINI - ANSI

SMART ACCESS AT  
SUNRISE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL  

Bradyn was thrilled to find an unconventional yet effective use 
for the Neoxx Padlock beyond gates and sheds – they now also 
secure the schools’ iPad Trolleys.  
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Mechancial Security 

ADI BLOCKLOKS
The range of ADI Blockloks needs no introduction to locksmiths 
and security installers alike, as they will already be more than 
familiar with the quality, strength and ease of installation of 
this great range of products. Suitable for securing shop fronts, 
warehouses, hotels, community recreation areas, storage facilities 
and garages.

KIDDE TOUCHPOINT 
KEY CABINETS

KIDDE Touchpoint Key Cabinet  
30 Key Capacity 001795 
• Dimensions 300 (H) x 200 (W) x 60 (D)mm
• 30 key storage
SU1795

ADI BLOCKLOK 444DD
Double, Satin Chrome
ADI444DDSC

ADI BLOCKLOK 444 
Single, Satin Chrome
ADI444RMSC

ADI BLOCKLOK 444FM
Single Front Mount, Satin Chrome
ADI444FMSC

ADI BLOCKLOK 444DDFM 
Double Front Mount, Satin Chrome
ADI444DDFMSC

KIDDE Touchpoint Key Cabinet  
60 Key Capacity  001796
• Dimensions 490 (H) x 340 (W) x 102 (D)mm
• 60 key storage
SU1796

KIDDE Touchpoint Key Cabinet  
120 Key Capacity 001797 
• Dimensions 490 (H) x 340 (W) x 102 (D)mm
• 120 key storage
SU1797

The Key Cabinet Pro is a unique heavy-duty steel key cabinet. This model has an easy-to-use TouchPoint® Pushbutton lock that combines 
convenience and security.

• Key storage cabinet
• Includes key tags & key rings

• Unique TouchPoint® lock with 1024 possible combinations
• Clutch mechanism protects from forced entry

• Resettable combination lock
• Finished in clay colour



NEWS AND  
EVENTS

MLAA NZ Branch Meeting
The latter half of May was a busy time with the MLAA NZ branch 
meeting held at the Richmond Yacht Club in Auckland. This was 
a well-attended event and we heard more about the training of 
apprentice locksmiths. It was a shame that the main sponsor of the 
event failed to show up.  
 
The next morning, we hosted a breakfast for all our customers and 
their staff. We had customers from all parts of NZ and it was great 
to catch up with everybody. This was a great success, keep your 
eyes open for another event. The next one will have a brief product 
training /presentation. These are worthwhile, as it allows the people 
from the industry to mix and mingle and catch up with friends and 
acquaintances that you rarely get to see. 

Facilities Integrate
By the time you read this, the Facilities Integrate Expo would have been held. This is a great event, with a wide cross section of people interested 
in security of all aspects. There are always some very interesting and new products being presented and an audience willing to engage with the 
exhibitors. 

LSC has exhibited at this event since its inception, and we have seen it expand over the years to become a major event on each year’s calendar. 
If you missed this year’s event, be sure to keep your eye out for next year’s event and hopefully, we’ll see you there. 
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In Memoriam

It is with much sadness that we announce the passing of Bruce Bethell. 

Bruce was one of our Industries more colorful characters, who always had  
a yarn to tell and joke to crack. 

It was always a pleasure to deal with Bruce and he regularly had the office and our Account  
Managers in stwitches with many an inappropriate but extremely humorous comment.

RIP mate, you will be missed and as you would always say “Have a pretty day”

October 4th 1948 - June 19th 2022

CELEBRATING THE OF 

FRANCIS BRUCE BETHELL
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Pictured here is Kevin Mason, owner of Farrand & Mason in Dargaville. 
Kevin has recently invested in the latest Silca Futura Software  
subscription to keep him completely up-to-date and able to meet all of 
his customers key cutting needs. Looking good Kev! 

Shuki Kaye, owner of Shuki Locksmiths is pictured with his new AD 
SmartPro, thanks Shuki. 

Jeffrey from Chubb Auckland with their brand new Silca F800 complete 
with key feeder, engraver and onboard software.  

HAPPY CUSTOMERS

Shuki Locksmiths (AUckland)

Farrand & Mason (Dargaville) CHubb (Auckland)
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Smart Pro 
Annual Subscription
NOW $3,999+

Terms and conditions: All prices are quoted in NZD and exclude GST. Offer valid until 31/08/22

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Product features and pricing in this newsletter are subject to change without notice. Special promotional prices advertised here are for the month the newsletter has been published. However, some offers may commence 
on or extend beyond the promotional period. Most products have been photographed in-house and are identical to what you will receive. Information presented in this newsletter has been checked and is believed to be 
correct at the time of printing, however, errors and omissions may occur. LSC can not guarantee prices, specifications, or features of products that may change after printing.


